Annex 1: Education work plan
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Change for the sector
Review underway and policy work continues
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Other ongoing change work (e.g. NCEA review, progress across the curricula, legislative reform), other joined-up engagement & consultation (may involve leveraging existing forums and/or coordinating bespoke)
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Further Summit touchstone group meetings as required to provide advice to, and review
of outputs from, each of the strategic reform programme workstreams. This is an external
accountability mechanism to ensure the reforms take forward the values, vision and principles
from the Summit
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1. Develop the strategic questions and inputs with a wide group of experts, including the Youth
Advisory Group
2. Use existing papers or speakers (eg Andreas Schleicher on equity, excellence and inclusion; recent
Adrienne Alton-Lee paper)
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1.

What kind of future do you want
for yourself or your children?

2.

What is the experience children,
young people and adult learners
should have when they’re learning
inside the education system, and
when they progress to
destinations beyond it?

3.

What needs to change in the
education system to deliver the
experience and future you want?

3. Share information on how we are going against the objectives for education – excellence and
equity challenge papers including; Māori education and Pasifika education, NELP evidence briefs,
quality early learning.
4. Invite speakers/papers relevant to the strategic questions (Māori perspective and Pasifika
perspective within all inputs)
5. Ministry or commissioned think pieces on gaps in relation to the strategic questions

Summit co-design

Strategic questions – the questions
will be co-developed with a wide
group of experts, including the
Youth Advisory Group, around the
central idea: What would success look
like for children/ young people / adults?
For example:

6. Public survey and early engagement with the tailored taskforces / review groups that will be
undertaking the pieces of strategic work kicked off from the Summit

